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Abstract

This paper presents a diamond gammavoltaic cell – a solid state device which converts gamma radiation into electricity - with a novel design and promising capabilities. Gammavoltaics pose a unique challenge among radiovoltaics due to the highly penetrating nature of gamma rays. Adapting existing radiovoltaic and dosimeter designs by increasing their thickness risks throttling the flowing current, due to an attendant increase in series resistance. The presented design partially decouples this relationship, by creating a low-coverage hydrogen-terminated collection volume around the device, exploiting the transfer doping effect. This paper proves that hydrogen termination is necessary for the gammavoltaism exhibited. Data are then presented from current-voltage curves taken using synchrotron radiation, over the range 50 – 150 keV. A drop in series resistance over the
range is discovered, and linked to the transition from the photoelectric effect to Compton scattering. The cell produces an open-circuit voltage $V_{OC} = 0.8$ V. Its short-circuit current $I_{SC}$ and maximum power $P_{max}$ are found to also depend on photon energy, reaching maxima at $\sim 150$ keV, where $I_{SC} > 10$ $\mu$A and $P_{max} > 3$ $\mu$W, normalised in flux to $2 \times 10^{11} \gamma.s^{-1}$.

Groundwork is hence laid for developing this type of cell for micropower applications.
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1 **Introduction**

As a field, photovoltaics remains synonymous with solar photovoltaics. However, the same effect is produced for photon energies outside of the visible range, and research has sporadically appeared to investigate the potential of photovoltaics for much higher photon energies: gammavoltaics. Other radiovoltaic devices, namely alphavoltaics [1] and betavoltaics [2–6], which generate electricity under illumination from alpha and beta particles respectively, are often intended for use as portable micropower devices, with incorporated radioisotope sources. Gammavoltaic devices are different, as the shielding requirements of gamma isotopes are much greater. Therefore, gammavoltaic devices are better suited to deployment into existing gamma fields. Whilst this limits the applicability of gammavoltaics compared to other radiovoltaics, it also provides an advantage, in that no isotope sourcing or handling is necessary in the creation of devices. The device is made, and then brought to the often-substantial source. In nuclear waste stores, for example, where simple measurements of temperature and humidity are desired (i.e. measurements with low power requirements), ambient gamma dose rates are around 100 Gy/h and cannister surface dose rates are estimated to be as high as $1,200$ Gy/h a. In such places, micropower sensors would provide much greater information density about the interior, and hence lower the risk of the store. As such, as for other radiovoltaics, micropower outputs are the current goal for gammavoltaics. When gamma rays hit a gammavoltaic, the device produces

---

a Sellafield Ltd., private communication, 2020.
current through electron-hole pair generation and separation, with separation proceeding due to a built-in voltage, as in solar photovoltaics. Gamma photons (defined here as any photon emitted by a nucleus, rather than by energy range) can have energies in the visible range [7]. But typically, they have between one-thousand and one-million times the energy of solar photons, the vast majority of which have an energy less than 5 eV under standard AM1.5 domestic conditions [8]. Therefore, the number of electron-hole pairs generated per photon can be larger, but the photons can also be far less likely to interact with the active volume of the device (c.f. the cross-section values in [9]).

There is not yet a commercially-available gammavoltaic cell, nor has one been demonstrated that can provide long-term power. This is largely a material issue. Silicon photovoltaic cells, whether used as direct conversion devices [10,11] or in tandem with scintillator layers [12,13], can be used as gammavoltaics, but are susceptible to damage. Other researchers have taken a different approach, using single crystal methylammonium lead triiodide [14–17]. Degradation has been observed, but devices have withstood dose rates of 100 Gy/h. Being composed of a lead-containing perovskite, these devices are particularly elegant in being highly absorbing direct conversion devices. However, at time of writing, they still require the application of a small (< 1 V) bias and are in that sense still detectors rather than standalone voltaics. Liakos, along with a theoretical treatment of scintillator-based gammavoltaics for Co-60 [18], has also modelled the effectiveness of using Th-229, which emits gamma rays with very low energies [7], as a safe in-built radioisotope [19]. To our knowledge, though the studies were promising, these devices were never made. This paper presents a device made from diamond. Due to the strength of the sp$^3$ C-C bond in diamond (3.8 eV, vs. 2.0 eV for silicon, for example [20]), as well as the low Z-number of carbon, diamond is very radiation hard [21]. Diamond also has a wide, indirect bandgap of $\sim$ 5.5 eV [22], which means that the collection distance for photogenerated carriers is relatively large [23]. For these reasons, diamond has already been used for alpha- and beta- voltaics [1,2], as well as for gamma/X-ray dosimeters and detectors [24,25]. Gamma dosimeters have been calibrated by some of the authors in a previous study up to 3,600 Gy/h, showing no degradation [26]. Extensive research on diamond detectors has been undertaken at University of Rome Tor Vergata [27–32]. Researchers there have tested their dosimeters under a wide range of radiation types both with, and without, an applied
bias. However, as the spatial measurement resolution of dosimeters is important, the Tor Vergata group have tended towards thinner sensitive volumes, down to 1 μm, and hence lower gamma capture volumes. One such device produced ~ 23 nA under a synchrotron photon flux of $2 \times 10^{11} \gamma \cdot s^{-1}$ of 17.5 keV X-rays [28]. Their dosimeter has been successfully commercialised [25,33,34]. A lineage of diamond detector research has also be produced by the RD42 Collaboration [35], which is a collaboration intended to make use of, and serve, the Large Hadron Collider. Most notably, recent work from the RD42 Collaboration has focussed on the use of polycrystalline diamond [36,37], as has work from others in the past two decades [38–40]. In one case, a detector nearly 5 cm in diameter was created [38]. This is significant, as the difference in cost between electronic grade single crystal and polycrystalline diamond is great. Also, large-area growth is far easier for polycrystalline diamond, with the upper limit for polycrystalline diamond being fixed at around 100 mm by the physical properties of a microwave growth plasma [41], whereas single crystals still tend only to be found in sizes of a few square millimetres. Development in this area for detectors may facilitate polycrystalline diamond gammavoltaic cells in future, in a manner analogous to how polycrystalline solar cells offer a cheaper, if less efficient, alternative to those which are monocrystalline [42].

A fundamental problem in the design of a diamond gammavoltaic (DGV) is the correlation between gamma ray capture cross-section, $\sigma$, and series resistance $R_s$. Gamma photons are very penetrating, and diamond is highly insulating [23,43]. In a pseudo-vertical Schottky diode structure, such as those used in other diamond radiovoltaics and in the Tor Vergata detectors, increasing the sensitive volume in order to capture enough gamma photons to power external circuitry would lead to unacceptable device resistance, and hence also prevent the device from generating enough power. Our novel solution to this problem, presented here, is to reduce the coupling of these two quantities via exploitation of the surface transfer doping effect. A bare, hydrogen-terminated diamond surface is conductive in air, with a resistance that varies with the coverage of terminating hydrogen, $\theta_H$, or of the adsorbed layer of water vapour, which “activates” the hydrogen sites via surface transfer-doping [44]. Hydrogen termination creates a low-resistivity two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) [45,46]. The thickness, radiation hardness and collection distance of the bulk is used to capture gamma rays and scatter showers of lower-energy electrons and photons towards
the surface. Electrons which reach the surface are collected as current. The majority of the current is expected to flow around the surface rather than through the bulk. The problematic coupling between capture cross section and series resistance is thus reduced. **Figure 1** shows the principles of this solution, by comparison to the two other possible candidates.

---

**Figure 1:** Three possible designs for a DGV device, in which boron-doped diamond is represented as blue, intrinsic or low-doped diamond in beige, electrons and holes as blue and red arrows respectively, ohmic or low-barrier contacts as yellow, high-barrier contacts as orange, and a hydrogen-terminated surface as a red glow. (a) is a standard pseudo-vertical Schottky diode, such as is suitable for diamond alpha- and beta- voltaics, (b) is a similar device with a much thicker intrinsic region. (c) is the design tested in this paper, in which the resistance of a thick capture volume is bypassed by allowing current to travel around the surface of the device.

In this paper, the effectiveness of terminating a device in this way is first tested using 160 kVp broadband X-ray irradiation. The terminated device is then tested under irradiation from a synchrotron beam, scanning over energies between approximately 50 - 150 keV. This range is of interest, as it covers several gamma emission energies, most prominently Am-241 [47] and a significant portion of the U-235* fission delayed-gamma spectrum [48]. This range is equally of interest because it is the range over which the photon interaction mechanism for diamond changes from the photoelectric effect (PE) to Compton scattering (CS) [49]. As such it probes the impact of interaction mechanism on device performance.
2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Diamond gammavoltaic cell fabrication

In common with standard leakage-mode detectors, the core of the gammavoltaic device was an electronic-grade, single crystal diamond, with dimensions $4.5 \times 4.5 \times 0.5\text{mm}$, i.e. a surface area of $0.2\text{ cm}^2$ (Element Six Ltd, Oxfordshire, UK). The crystal orientation was [100], and the nitrogen and boron impurities were specified to the order of parts per billion, equivalent to $\sim 10^{14}\text{ cm}^{-3}$ [43]. This ultra-pure, highly-crystalline form was chosen in order to reduce the parameter space when trying to produce the device and to isolate the electrical effects of the surface.

The diamond was washed for 2 hours in aqua regia at 65 °C, to remove any environmental contaminants and metal residues from prior use. $3.5 \times 3.5\text{ mm}$ contacts were deposited, centrally located on opposing faces of the substrate. The contacts layers were different metals – aluminium and 80/20 nichrome – to introduce barrier asymmetry and hence a built-in voltage. The contact layers were capped with gold under the same vacuum, to avoid oxidation. Metals were deposited via physical vapour deposition using resistive thermal evaporation, through shadow masks, in an Edwards 306 Thermal Evaporator. The base pressure was $\sim 4.5\mu\text{Torr}$ ($0.6\text{ mPa}$). The substrate was heated to 250 °C during deposition and for one hour beforehand to remove adsorbed water, nitrogen and adventitious carbon. After deposition, the device was not annealed.

As a final cleaning and oxygen terminating step for the exposed surfaces of the device, a modified sputter coater (the “Terminator”) was used, wherein a DC oxygen plasma was struck at $\sim 3\text{ kV}$ and 1 Torr (133.3 Pa) for 30 s. For hydrogen termination, the Terminator chamber was then re-pumped and used to strike a hydrogen plasma, also at $\sim 3\text{ kV}$ and 1 Torr (133.3 Pa) for 30 s. This created a surface hydrogen monolayer coverage $\theta_H = 0.3$, as measured by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (see supporting information § S1). Sample size restrictions limited spatial information on coverage; it was assumed that this partial coverage was homogenous. The standard method of producing a hydrogen termination on diamond is to treat a substrate to a microwave-enhanced hydrogen plasma, which has the added benefit of happening automatically during growth, for those who grow their own substrates [50,51]. This was not suitable for this application due to the need for the contacts
to be deposited prior to termination; the conditions of a microwave plasma are too harsh for unannealed metal contacts. The same device was used for both tests, to isolate as far as possible the effect of the surface termination.

For electrical testing, the device was mounted onto an SMA head with silver conductive epoxy paint, as shown in Figure 2. The assembly was left to dry, then baked in an oven at 120 °C for ten minutes, to cure the silver epoxy. We do not believe that the curing process will have had any great effect on the surface, as it has been shown that the surface conductivity of hydrogen-terminated diamond remains relatively stable to 120 °C even in vacuo [44]. However, the device was left undisturbed for approximately one day prior to any testing to ensure re-adsorption of any lost surface water.

![Schematic diagram](image)

**Figure 2:** a rendering of the test mounting used for the DGV cell.

### 2.2 I-V testing

#### 2.2.1 Using a broadband X-ray source

A Zeiss Xradia Versa 520 X-ray Tomography microscope (XRT) was used to test whether hydrogen termination is indeed necessary for creating a gammavoltaic effect, by illuminating the same device both before and after the introduction of any terminating hydrogen. For these tests the X-ray source, which used a tungsten target and was unfiltered except by air, was set to 160 kV accelerating voltage and 9 W power. The characteristic emission lines of tungsten in this range are $K\alpha_2 \approx 58.0$ keV and $K\alpha_1 \approx 59.3$ keV [52]. The dose rate was unknown.

$I$-$V$ curves were taken in air, with the bias applied and the current measured with a Keithley 6517A multimeter. The bias was increased in increments of 0.05 V, between 0 – 0.55 V for the device before partial hydrogen termination, and between 0 – 1 V for the device after
partial hydrogen termination. 10 measurements were taken per increment. A 0.1 s dwell time was employed at the start of each increment to allow any capacitative effects to settle.

2.2.2 At the Diamond Light Source synchrotron

Use of the I12 beamline [53] at the DLS synchrotron allowed the DGV to be driven with a high-brightness beam of near-monochromatic X-rays, between 53.6 – 148.4 keV, of calculable flux. Measurements were performed with the beamline’s Laue monochromator crystals unbent, to provide the narrowest possible photon energy bandwidth. After this, the energy was returned to a middle value, 81.1 keV, to seek evidence of damage or hysteresis. 

$I-V$ curves were taken approximately 30 mins apart. The beamline has controllable flux. However, this is achieved through aperture size. Because it was desirable to keep the irradiated device surface area constant, the $I-V$ curves were scaled to the flux at 53.6 keV: the current measured at each applied bias was multiplied by the ratio of the flux during that run, to the flux during the 53.6 keV run. Scaling $I-V$ curves in this way is fully valid only if the change in series resistance $R_s$, due to flux changes, can be taken as zero over the range of fluxes employed, and the open-circuit voltage ($V_{OC}$) remains constant. Experiments with the XRT showed that the resistance criterion is met at relatively low fluxes, far lower than those attained by the synchrotron. The $V_{OC}$ criterion was tested as part of the experiment. Figure S3 in the supporting information (§ S2) shows the synchrotron fluxes used in the experiment. The flux had a maximum of $2 \times 10^{11} \gamma.s^{-1}$ at 53.6 keV and dropped to $8 \times 10^9 \gamma.s^{-1}$ by 148.4 keV. The $I-V$ curves should thus be read as normalised to $2 \times 10^{11} \gamma.s^{-1}$ incident flux. Resistance extraction was performed using the current offset method [54], detailed in full in the supporting information (§ S3). $I-V$ curves were taken in air. Before exposing the cell to each incident wavelength, the energy of the beam was measured using X-ray diffraction from a NIST Standard Reference Material® 674b CeO$_2$ powder sample. The $I-V$ curves were taken using the same measurement parameters as listed in § 2.2.1, between 0 - 1 V. The DLS experiment occurred 31 days after the XRT experiment, and the device was not altered or modified in that time.
3 Results

3.1 Necessity of hydrogen termination for DGV function

$I-V$ data taken from the device, driven by the XRT, with no hydrogen coverage ($\theta_H = 0.0$) and after partial hydrogen coverage ($\theta_H \approx 0.3$), are shown in Figure 3. The device produced only a small gammavoltaic effect with no hydrogen coverage, generating currents of the order of 10 pA, in line with what would be expected from a monolithic insulating crystal. The fill factor $FF = P_{max}/P_{theo}$ where $P_{theo} = I_{SC} \times V_{OC}$, a figure of merit for photovoltaic cells, was not considered sensibly calculable due to the form of the $P-V$ curve. When the partial hydrogen termination was applied, the device showed a clear gammavoltaic effect, with a short-circuit current $I_{SC} = 0.4 \, \mu A$, four orders of magnitude greater than the previous experiment, a $V_{OC} = 0.8 \, V$ and an $FF = 0.43 \pm 0.01$.

![Figure 3: I-V curves taken with the device and the related P-V curves, first with no hydrogen coverage, and then with $\theta_H = 0.3$ as estimated with XPS. The devices were driven with broadband X-rays from the XRT. Uncertainty in the hydrogen-terminated I-V case was < 10 nA.](image)

3.2 DGV driven by synchrotron radiation for key parameter extraction over Compton crossover region

Figure 4 shows the I-V and associated P-V characteristics of the DGV with $\theta_i = 0.3$, under irradiation from energies between approximately 50 - 150 keV at the DLS synchrotron. $\Delta I(\Delta V)$ points are also marked on the figure, where $\Delta I = I_{sc} - \delta I$, $\delta I = 800$ nA and $\Delta V$ is the applied bias at which $\Delta I$ was measured. These points were used for resistance extraction, and were found to be well-fit by a phenomenological exponential function,

$$\Delta I = A e^{-\frac{\Delta V}{B}} + C,$$

for which $A = 24 \pm 1$ $\mu$A, $B = 200 \pm 7$ mV, and $C = -400 \pm 60$ nA are fitting constants. The inverse of the derivative of this function was used to determine the changing series resistance of the device with incident photon energy.
Figure 4: (a) I-V and (b) P-V data taken under irradiation from various photon energies. The responses have been scaled in flux, relative to the flux of 53.6 keV photons (see § 2.2.1). Error bands correspond to instrument accuracy, which had larger error than the statistical error. The green circles are $\Delta I(\Delta V)$ points for resistance extraction, where $\Delta I = I_{SC} - \delta I$ the constant offset $\delta I = 800 \text{ nA}$ and $\Delta V$ is the read-off bias at which this value occurs on the trace. The green line is a phenomenological exponential decay fit described by Equation (1), with $R^2 > 0.996$. The 81.1 keV trace was measured after the run from 53.6 – 148.4 keV.

The device parameters for the device are shown in Figure 5. The adjusted $I_{SC}$ increases gradually with photon energy, up to a maximum of $\sim 10 \mu$A. There is some hysteresis in the $V_{OC}$, but the value remains roughly constant around 0.82 V. The constancy in the $V_{OC}$ leads the $P_{max}$ to essentially follow the $I_{SC}$. The measurements taken to look for evidence of degradation, after the main run from 53.6 – 148.4 keV, at 81.1 keV, show no marked difference to what was seen during the run. The $R_S$ decreases over the range. It is displayed alongside a subfigure derived from literature data [49], which is the percentage of photon interactions taking place via Compton scattering (as opposed to the photoelectric effect) over this energy range. There is very good inverse agreement between these two quantities.
Figure 5: Parameters extracted from Figure 4. (a) is the DGV short-circuit current $I_{SC}$. (b) is the open-circuit voltage $V_{OC}$. The $V_{OC}$ is not legitimately treated by this scaling method, hence the gradual decrease with energy; this is due to the decreasing flux with energy in the raw data. (c) shows the maximum power $P_{\text{max}}$ (closed circles) and theoretical maximum power $P_{\text{theo}} = I_{SC} \times V_{OC}$ (open circles). (d) shows series resistance $R_S$ of the device. Also shown, for comparison, are calculated cross-section data for the proportion of interactions that are Compton scattering events [49] (inset). The measurement taken after the others, at 81.1 eV, is shown in orange for clarity in subfigures (a-c), but not in (d) as time information is lost in the resistance extraction process.

4 Discussion

The test of the device with full oxygen termination (i.e. before partial hydrogen termination) and after partial hydrogen termination ($\delta_t = 0.3$) showed conclusively that the partial hydrogen termination was necessary for gammavoltaic behaviour. This validates the design principle put forward in this paper, suggesting that creating a conductive surface does indeed capture scattered secondary particles from photons interacting with the bulk. As the hydrogen termination is a single atomic layer, the capture cross section would be too low...
for this output to come solely from photons interacting at the surface. However, it remains unknown whether the entire bulk is takes part in the mechanism, or whether a shallower sub-surface region is responsible. The fill factor of $0.43 \pm 0.01$ was quite low - contemporary solar cells can reach FF > 0.8 [55,56]. This is likely due to both shunt and series device resistances, visible in the gradual slopes of the trace, in contrast to the ideal step shape. Both quantities are expected to be strongly determined by the hydrogen coverage. The hydrogen coverage, 0.3, was relatively low, and is not optimised. However, future work involving temperature control in the Terminator should allow more control over hydrogen coverage, and hence the exploration of the parameter space. As the 2DHG resistivity can change by orders of magnitude with different adsorbate coverages [44] it is likely that this parameter will significantly affect device performance and act as an avenue for improvement. It is not certain that as high a coverage as possible would be optimal; a coverage too high may short the device or reduce the ability of the surface to collect charge carriers. It is expected, at present, that a medium-low hydrogen coverage may be optimal for this type of device, with the surface hydrogen acting similarly to a dopant in a conventional semiconductor junction: high enough in concentration to allow current to flow, but low enough that the region may be depleted by the high-barrier contact, and hence collect charge. It may be that this view is mistaken, and that in fact, as high a hydrogen coverage as possible is desirable. In this case, a stable and reproducible bulk counterpart to the surface termination would be graphite pillar electrodes. These are increasingly prevalent in diamond detectors [36,57–62], but also have the distinction of having worked well in an energy device: the diamond photon-enhanced thermionic energy converter of Girolami et al [63].

Whilst no obvious damage occurred to the device during the DLS experiment itself, it failed to operate in later experiments. It is unlikely that this damage was within the bulk crystal or contacts, as performance was later entirely regenerated by re-terminating and remounting. Possible sources of degradation are catastrophic resistance increase caused by desorption of surface hydrogen [44,64], simple manual handling issues, and/or structural damage to the silver epoxy adhesive by X-rays. These latter two issues would be due to the prototypical nature of the test mounting. On hydrogen desorption: researchers have cautioned against using hydrogen terminated diamond surfaces as the basis of transistors in the past due to
stability concerns [44]. However more recently, there has been great progress in stabilising the surface for applications in high temperatures [65]. Using the passive electrically depleting effect of a deposited HfO$_2$ layer and Ti/Au contact, one group have even created a normally-off MOSFET based on hydrogen-terminated diamond [66], suggesting that the use of an encapsulating layer has distinct potential both for stabilizing and enhancing the DGV. Should it become apparent in future that surface desorption is a major route of device degradation, these established methods will be the first avenue of enquiry for solutions. It is of course not logical to use diamond for its bulk radiation hardness if the surface termination is overly sensitive.

That the $V_{OC}$ does not follow a theoretical relationship is to be expected, as the flux scaling process erroneously treats the $V_{OC}$. The fact that $V_{OC}$ shrinks with photon energy here is not a physical truth, but is related to the fact that original fluxes at higher energies were lower. However, the range in $V_{OC}$ is low enough that the extraction of the other parameters could proceed.

There is a very good qualitative agreement between the drop in series resistance and the proportion of photon interactions that proceed via CS. In this transitionary range, a photon may interact via either PE or CS. However, it will do so with differing probabilities related to its energy. Both PE and CS events will ionise multiple lattice sites, in the region around the initial impact. PE interactions generate a single high-energy electron, which then goes on to scatter inside the lattice and eventually thermalize. CS interactions similarly generate a high-energy electron, but also a more penetrating high-energy photon [67]. This photon may then cause a PE or CS interaction of its own. A photon may traverse the entirely of the crystal within 36 ps, whereas the specified average carrier lifetime is $\sim 2$ µs for crystals of this purity [43]. The initial impact and the impact of a secondary photon therefore happen simultaneously from the perspective of charge carrier creation. The ionisation region of a CS interaction in a given moment is therefore greater, and CS-dominated operation will exhibit lower series resistance, as regions have a greater chance of touching and leading to conductive paths. This effect may be expected just as much in a fully oxygen terminated device as in a partially hydrogen terminated device, so scattering mechanism alone cannot lead to a significant gammavoltaic effect. We suggest that the partial hydrogen termination acts to lower the flux and energy thresholds at which conductive paths caused by
illumination may occur, by providing a network of nodes which may be connected by the paths as they form. This provides further motivation to optimise the surface coverage. Comparison must also be drawn to work by Conte et al [68], in which MESFETS based on hydrogen-terminated diamond were triggered by UV pulses, which turned the devices on via photogenerated holes. By this comparison, our DGV can be considered a “Compton-enhanced” device, much as these MESFETs were “UV-triggered”.

The changing series resistance means it is more challenging than might be expected to simulate the DGV using standard high energy physics simulation software such as GEANT4 [69] or MCNP [70] as has been done in previous radiovoltaic [2,4,71,72] and dosimeter research [31,73,74]. The energy deposited into the device, as simulated by such software, is not straightforwardly related to the power produced by some constant efficiency factor. We are currently working to develop a model that describes the way in which high-energy physics and surface electrical physics combine in our device, in a manner similar to that which has been reported by authors who combined GEANT4 and TCAD simulations for simulating diamond detectors [75].

The single DGV cell presented here produced a voltage on par with other photovoltaics, which tend to produce open-circuit voltages in the range of 0.5 - 1.2 V per cell. There is no established method of reporting gammavoltaic performance, not least because gamma rays can have such a wide range of energies and as such there is no equivalent to the AM1.5 solar spectrum used for other photovoltaics. Previous research is still, for the most part, too variable for direct comparison. However, application power requirements can be used as a benchmark. Micropower harvesting chips require similar values, with the Advanced Linear Devices EH300 [76], for example, requiring 200 nA at 4 V. As such, the cell performance is sufficiently promising that deployments of multi-cell devices in Co-60 and Cs-137 fields is now ongoing, so that the device may be measured against these real-world requirements, and benchmarked against other gammavoltaic devices which have used these common waste isotopes as sources. Based on this work we believe that a multi-cell DGV of this type will be able to satisfy the energy requirements of low-power sensor pods operating remotely and wirelessly in nuclear waste stores and repositories.
5 Conclusions

We have shown that the DGV presented here, made according our novel design principle, but not optimised, generates sufficient power to be promising candidate for further development. By allowing current to be captured and conducted around the surface, whilst generating, capturing, and scattering high-energy photons in the radiation hard, insulating bulk, we have partially decoupled the collection volume cross section and the series resistance. There remain limitations, crucially the stability of the hydrogen termination. This, along with a general optimisation of the surface in terms of hydrogen coverage, will be the subject of future work. A partial hydrogen coverage was proved to be necessary to gammavoltaic behaviour in the device, validating the underlying design principles. The voltage generated by a single cell was \( \sim 0.8 \) V, with example power outputs being 295 nW at 50 keV and 3.17 \( \mu \)W at 150 keV, for \( 2 \times 10^{11} \gamma . s^{-1} \) incident flux. In the long term, another limitation is the cost of the substrates necessary to make a DGV of this type, and the attainable surface area of a single cell when using single crystal diamond. Future work may explore the effectiveness of cheaper, larger polycrystalline devices. The series resistance of the device was found to decrease with increasing energy, in good agreement with the increasing prevalence of Compton scattering. It is hypothesized that this is caused by the increased ionisation radius around a Compton scattering site, facilitated by partial hydrogen termination providing nodes for ionised corridors to connect to. Work is now ongoing to test multi-cell devices in a range of Co-60 and Cs-137 dose rates, with preliminary results suggesting useful power outputs may be attained in the near-term.
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